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ABSTRACT

We propose a) a Language Agnostic end-to-end Speech
Translation model (LAST), and b) a data augmentation strategy to increase code-switching (CS) performance.
With increasing globalization, multiple languages are increasingly used interchangeably during fluent speech. Such
CS complicates traditional speech recognition and translation,
as we must recognize which language was spoken first and
then apply a language-dependent recognizer and subsequent
translation component to generate the desired target language
output. Such a pipeline introduces latency and errors. In
this paper, we eliminate the need for that, by treating speech
recognition and translation as one unified end-to-end speech
translation problem. By training LAST with both input languages, we decode speech into one target language, regardless
of the input language. LAST delivers comparable recognition
and speech translation accuracy in monolingual usage, while
reducing latency and error rate considerably when CS is observed.
Index Terms— speech translation, language agnostic input.
1. INTRODUCTION
Due to increasing globalization, multiple languages are increasingly used interchangeably during fluent speech. This is
referred to as code-switching (CS).
From a linguistic perspective, CS can be divided into multiple categories [1]:
• Inter-sentential CS: The switch between languages happens at sentence boundaries. Usually, the speaker is
aware of the language shift.
• Intra-sentential CS: Here the second language is included in the middle of the sentence. This switch
mainly occurs unaware of the speaker. Additionally,
the word borrowed from the second language can happen to be adapted to the grammar of the first language
as well.

Ich bin Jessi und das hier ist mein Koffer.

ASR
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I'm Jessi

Ich bin Jessi und das hier ist mein Koffer.

und das hier ist mein Koffer.

LAST

LID

I'm Jessi und das hier ist mein Koffer.

I'm Jessi und das hier ist mein Koffer.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the information flow. Left: Baseline: Language identification (LID) followed by either the
speech translation (ST) or automatic speech recognition
(ASR) model. Right: Our LAST approach. For the green
boxes, we use a transformer based encoder-decoder model.
The transcripts in the middle and at the bottom are only shown
for illustration purposes (the models don’t have access to it).
• Extra-sentential CS: In this case, a tag element from a
second language is included, for example at the end of
a sentence. This word is more excluded from the main
language.
As of today, there are only a few CS datasets. Some example corpora available are [2] for CS between French and Algerian speech, SEAME from [3] containing utterances switching between Mandarin and English and [4] gathered data with
CS between English and Cantonese. The Fisher CS dataset
[5] and the Bangor Miami CS dataset [6] contain CS automatic speech recognition (ASR) transcripts in English and
Spanish and their translations.
Since these datasets are limited in size and available languages, we instead train our model with data not containing

CS and focus mostly on inter-sentential CS.
Our contributions are the following:
To deal with inter-sentential CS, instead of recognizing
which language was spoken first, and then apply a languagedependent recognizer and subsequent translation component
(or apply a speech recognition or speech translation component as in figure 1, left), we propose to use a Language
Agnostic end-to-end Speech Translation model (LAST)
model which treats speech recognition and speech translation as one unified end-to-end speech translation problem
(see figure 1, right). By training with both input languages,
we decode speech into one output target language, regardless of whether it represents input speech from the same or a
different language. The unified system delivers comparable
recognition and speech translation accuracy in monolingual
usage, while reducing latency and error rate considerably
when CS is observed. Furthermore, the pipeline is simplified
considerably.
This is shown by evaluating on a testset denoted tst-inter.
We created this testset, in which the audio contains language switches, for language agnostic speech translation from
tst-COMMON. While performing comparable on ASR and
speech translation (ST) testsets, LAST increases performance
by 7.3 BLEU on tst-inter, compared to a human-annotated
LID followed by an ASR or ST model. Furthermore, we
use a data augmentation strategy to increase performance for
utterances which have multiple input languages. With the
data augmentation strategy of concatenating audio and corresponding labels of multiple utterances with different source
languages into one new utterance, performance of LAST
increases by 3.3 BLEU on tst-inter.
The paper is structured as follows: In the following chapter we look at related work, in chapter 3 we report the used
data, model, results and limitations, and in chapter 4 we conclude our results.
2. RELATED WORK
Since there are only a few CS datasets available, there has not
been too much research for language pairs without such data.
[7] propose a model which has the union of graphemes of all
languages plus language-specific tags as the target label. In
order to gain performance in the task of CS, they suggest artificially generating training data that contains CS utterances.
In order to achieve this, they combine full-length utterances
of different languages. When concatenating the corresponding targets the language-specific token is also added before
the target sequence of the respective utterance. For our LAST
approach, this is not necessary, since we have only one language in the label. The authors of [8] used ASR models with
a separate TDNN-LSTM [9] as an acoustic model, as well as
a separate language model. Thus they are able to utilize CS
speech-only data for enhancing the acoustic model and used
CS text-only data they artificially created, using different ap-

proaches, for enhancing their language model.
Most of the work on CS, however, focuses on language
pairs where some transcribed CS data is available. In [10] the
authors aim at improving CS performance using a multi-task
learning (MTL) approach. The authors investigate training a
model predicting a sequence of labels as well as predicting
a language identifier at different levels. [11] propose to use
the Learning without Forgetting [12] framework to adapt a
on monolingual data trained model to CS. In [13] the authors
propose to train a CTC model [14] for speech recognition and
to linearly adjust the posteriors using a frame-level language
identification model. The authors of [15] modify the selfattention of the decoder to reduce multilingual context confusion and to improve the performance of the CS ASR model.
Most similar to our work is the model E2E BIDIRECT
SHARED of [16, figure 3G]. However, the difference to our
work is, that [16] uses CS data, where they need transcriptions and translations, as well as annotations which words are
from which language, and they focus on intra-sentential CS.
Furthermore, they first generate a transcription and therefore
have to explicitly detect which language is spoken in each part
of the audio. Errors in the transcription step can lead to worse
translation performance.

Corpus
A: Training Data: ASR
Europarl
Librivox
Common Voice
LT
B: Training Data: ST
MuST-C v1
MuST-C v2
Europarl-ST
ST TED
CoVoST v2
TED LIUM
C: Test Data
tst-COMMON (EN to DE)
tst2013 (DE to DE)
tst2014 (DE to DE)
tst2015 (DE to DE)
tst-inter (EN and DE to DE)

Utterances
949k
64k
225k
511k
149k
1196
230k
251k
33k
142k
272k
268k

Speech data [h]
1825
148
512
685
480
1995
400
450
77
210
404
454

2580
1369
1414
4486
284 (746)

4.2
1.9
2.5
3.0
0.9

Table 1. Summary of the datasets used for training. The tstinter dataset we created contains 746 segments when splitting
by the languages.

Dataset

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Model

ASR
ST

3.1. Data
For training and evaluation of our models, we use the German
ASR datasets Europarl [17], Librivox [18], Common Voice
[19] and an internal Lecture Translator (LT) dataset, containing transcribed speech from lectures at KIT, and the English to
German ST datasets MuST-C v1, MuST-C v2 [20], EuroparlST [17], ST TED and CoVoST [21], and TED LIUM. The
data split is presented in table 1.
Since some of the datasets do not contain casing or punctuation, we trained a transformer encoder [22] based model to
automatically infer this information. The input text is represented as byte-pair-encoding (BPE) [23] and for each position
which is at the start of a word, it is learned if the word should
be capitalized and if some punctuation should occur after the
word. All the German Wikipedia text is used for training the
model.
Furthermore, to evaluate performance of our models when
there are multiple languages in the input audio, we derived
a test dataset denoted by tst-inter1 from tst-COMMON. We
looked at the English and German transcripts and divided
each utterance into parts where a human might switch the language, e.g. after a comma, a full stop or the word ”and”. Then
the text was read, switching between English and German
in each utterance. tst-inter contains almost one hour speech,
746 segments in 284 utterances. 178 utterances contain one
switch, 59 two switches, 32 three switches and the rest four or
more. Half of the utterances begin with English speech and
the other half with German speech. We also annotated the
language id (LID), i.e., which language is spoken in each part
of the audio.
3.2. Models
We use the framework NMTGMinor which is based on PyTorch and uses the Fairseq pretrained models for training.
Similar to recent works, e.g., [24], we start with a transformer model [22, 25], where the encoder is initialized with
the pretrained Wav2Vec 2.0 model [26] and the decoder is
initialized with the decoder part of the pretrained mBART
50 model [27]. In particular, since we work with multiple
input languages, we use the facebook/wav2vec2-large-xlsr53 checkpoint for the initialization of Wav2Vec 2.0, and the
facebook/mbart-large-50 checkpoint for the initialization of
mBART 50.
We finetuned with our training data for 40k updates with
18k target tokens per update, adam optimizer with a maximum learning rate of 5e-4 and 4k warmup steps. We used
only utterances with a maximum length 20 seconds and the
embedding layer was frozen. After convergence, we averaged
1 tst-inter

is available for research purposes here.

LAST
+DA 5%
+DA 10%
+DA 15%
+DA 20%
+DA 30%
+DA 40%
+DA 75%
LAST half data

tst2013

tst2014

tst2015

14.3
–
13.9
13.4
13.6
13.5
13.7
13.6
13.4
13.6
14.6

11.0
–
11.4
11.1
11.4
11.3
11.3
11.4
11.3
11.4
11.8

10.0
–
10.7
10.3
10.5
10.3
10.3
10.5
10.4
10.8
11.0

tstCOMMON
–
30.9
31.1
30.9
30.9
30.8
30.7
30.9
30.8
30.9
30.7

Table 2.
Summary of the monolingual ASR and ST results. WER (↓) on tst2013, tst2014 and tst2015 and sacreBLEU score (↑) on tst-Common as metrics. First two rows:
Baselines, last row: For comparison, other rows: Our method.
the five best epochs according to perplexity on the validation
set containing 6k utterances removed from the training data.
With this procedure, we trained three models: For comparison, one with only the ASR data and one with only the ST
data, and one with all the data, denoted Language Agnostic
end-to-end Speech Translation (LAST) model.
Furthermore, we use curriculum learning [28] and finetuned the LAST model employing additionally the data augmentation (DA) strategy of concatenating audio and labels of
multiple utterances with different source languages into one
new utterance. We applied the same procedure stated above
for 4k updates and trained models with different amount of
utterances with multiple input languages. The percentage reported corresponds to how many of the utterances used, contain at least two input languages in the audio. For these utterances, 80% are selected to switch the language once, 20% are
selected to switch the language twice. The percentage of 75%
is the maximum we could achieve by allowing a maximum of
20 seconds of audio.
Note, that the LAST model we trained gets as input English and German audio, and we decode both of these input
languages into German text (see figure 1, right). Therefore,
by treating speech recognition and speech translation as one
unified end-to-end speech translation problem, we eliminate
the need for a language switch in the decoder.
3.3. Results
In table 2 the results of the ASR and ST testsets can be seen.
We report the WER on tst2013-tst2015 and the sacreBLEU
score on tst-COMMON. We can see that the ASR and ST
performance of the LAST model as well as the LAST models
with data augmentation is comparable to the baselines (on two
testsets slightly better, on two testsets slightly worse), even
though the LAST models are able to handle both tasks.
Since LAST is trained with double the data compared to

Metric
Model
given LID + ASR or ST
given LID + LAST
LAST half data
LAST
+DA 5%
+DA 10%
+DA 15%
+DA 20%
+DA 30%
+DA 40%
+DA 75%

sacreBLEU

+ no punct

38.6
39.1
45.3
45.9
49.2
49.0
49.2
48.7
49.1
49.2
48.5

43.4
43.6
45.5
46.3
49.3
49.4
49.6
49.4
49.7
49.7
49.7

Table 3. Summary of the results on the bilingual tst-inter
testset. sacreBLEU score (↑) and additionally sacreBLEU
score with removed punctuation on tst-inter. First row: Baseline, second and third row: For comparison, other rows: Our
method.

the ASR or ST models, we also compare to LAST half data
which is the LAST model trained with half the training data.
We obtain that this model is a bit worse than the other models,
which was expectable due to the reduction in training data.
In table 3 the results of the tst-inter testset can be seen.
The sacreBLEU scores are rather high, since the testset contains parts where the model has to do ASR, in contrast to tstCOMMON, where the task is only ST. We compare to the
baseline given LID + ASR or ST (see figure 1, left), where we
use the given (human-annotated) LID information and split
the audio accordingly. Then, we run the ASR or ST model
on the segments, depending on the LID information. Finally,
we concatenate the outputs. Note, that each LID model one
would run in practice, is expected to make errors and therefore lead to worse performance.
We obtain, that the performance of the LAST model is
7.3 BLEU better than the baseline, even though it does not
use the (human-annotated) LID information. When looking
at the output, we saw that the baseline produces errors with
the punctuation at the positions where the outputs are concatenated (see for example table 4). It is not easily possible
to correct them with a post processing step since at the positions of the switches it is possible to have different punctuation. Therefore, we evaluated the sacreBLEU score with
removed punctuation in hypothesis and reference, and see the
same trends. The LAST model might perform better than the
baseline because it has access to more context (see figure 1
for example). The ST or ASR models of the baseline can
only be fed with parts of the input containing one specific
language. Using the ST or ASR models with the whole sequence would result in drastically worse performance since
these models have only seen one language during training.
In contrast, the LAST model can use the full input audio se-

quence.
For comparison, we also report given LID + LAST, which
is similar to the baseline, but instead of running the ASR or
ST model, the LAST model is used. We see, that this approach slightly increases the performance on tst-inter. However, there is still a huge gap to the performance of the LAST
models. Furthermore, we see that LAST half data performs
only slightly worse than the LAST model on tst-inter. Therefore, the improvement of our method is not due to more data
but more available context as stated above.
When looking at the results for the models with the additional data augmentation, we see the following: Which percentage to use has only limited effect on the results (as long
as the percentage is larger than zero), but the best model improves 3.3 BLEU over the LAST model without this data
augmentation and 10.6 BLEU over the baseline. Therefore,
this data augmentation strategy heavily boosts performance
on this testset.
Note that the LAST models (with or without data augmentation) are able to be applied in an online low latency setup
where language switches occur. Compared to the baseline, it
is not necessary to run some LID system and then the speech
recognition or speech translation model. This reduces latency
since there is no pipeline which has to do discrete decisions.
Additionally, from an implementation perspective, LAST is
easier to deploy/maintain, because it consists of fewer components.
3.4. Limitations
We reviewed test examples of intra-sentential CS in German
speech (containing English words) qualitatively, but could not
see any improvement of the LAST model compared to the
ASR model. An explanation could be that neither the LAST
model nor the ASR model have seen intra-sentential CS during training. Further research in this area is required.
4. CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed a Language Agnostic Speech
Translation model which treats speech recognition and speech
translation as one unified end-to-end speech translation problem. By training with both input languages, we decode
speech into one output target language, regardless of whether
it represents input speech from the same or a different language. The unified system delivers comparable recognition
and speech translation accuracy in monolingual usage, while
reducing latency and error rate considerably when CS is
observed.
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Transcript

Aber bevor ich Ihnen zeige,
was ich darin habe,
werde ich ein sehr öffentliches Geständnis machen,
und das ist:
ich bin besessen von Outfits.
Aber bevor ich Ihnen zeige,
was ich darin habe.
ich werde ein sehr öffentliches Geständnis ablegen.
Und das ist?
ich bin vom Outfit besessen.
Aber bevor ich Ihnen zeige,
was ich darin habe?
ich werde ein sehr öffentliches Geständnis ablegen.
und das ist
ich bin vom Outfit besessen.
Aber bevor ich Ihnen zeige,
was ich darin habe,
werde ich ein sehr öffentliches Geständnis ablegen,
und das ist
”I am Outfit besessen”.
Aber bevor ich Ihnen zeige,
was ich darin habe,
werde ich ein sehr öffentliches Geständnis ablegen,
und das ist
”I am Outfit” besessen.
Aber bevor ich Ihnen zeige,
was ich darin habe,
werde ich ein sehr öffentliches Geständnis ablegen,
und das ist:
ich bin ”outfit” besessen.
Aber bevor ich Ihnen zeige,
was ich darin habe,
werde ich ein sehr öffentliches Geständnis ablegen,
und das ist,
ich bin ”outfit” besessen.
Aber bevor ich Ihnen zeige,
was ich darin habe,
werde ich ein sehr öffentliches Geständnis ablegen,
und das ist:
ich bin ”outfit-besessen”.
Aber bevor ich Ihnen zeige,
was ich darin habe,
werde ich ein sehr öffentliches Geständnis ablegen,
und das ist,
ich bin ”outfit-besessen”.
Aber bevor ich Ihnen zeige,
was ich darin habe,
werde ich ein sehr öffentliches Geständnis ablegen,
und das ist,
ich bin vom Outfit besessen.
Aber bevor ich Ihnen zeige,
was ich darin habe,
werde ich ein sehr öffentliches Geständnis ablegen,
und das ist
”I Am Outfit Obsessed”.
Aber bevor ich Ihnen zeige,
was ich darin habe,
I’m going to make a very public confession,
und das ist:
I’m outfit-obsessed.

Table 4. Example output of an utterance in tst-inter for all
models. For comparison we also report the transcript of the
audio.
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